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2005: Current status?

– GZK-feature in data?
– Are there post-GZK events?
– Can they be quantitatively descri-

bed by strongly interacting cos-
mogenic neutrinos?

∗ Z. Fodor, S. D. Katz, A. R. and H. Tu,

“Electroweak instantons as a solution to
the ultrahigh energy cosmic ray puzzle,”

Phys. Lett. B 561 (2003) 191 [arXiv:hep-
ph/0303080]

∗ M. Ahlers, A. R. and H. Tu, “Cosmic rays at

ultra high energies (Neutrinos!),” arXiv:astro-

ph/0506698
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2. Extragalactic cosmic protons and neutrinos

• Origin and composition of ultrahigh
energy cosmic rays (E >

∼ 109 GeV)?

– Isotropy ⇒ extragalactic
– Shower characteristics ⇒ protons

• Paradigm for extragalactic source of
protons and neutrinos:
Fermi engine
– p’s, confined by magnetic fields,

accelerate through repeated scat-
tering by plasma shock fronts

– production of π’s and n’s through
collisions of the trapped p’s with
ambient plasma produces γ’s, ν’s
and CR’s (n diffusion from source)
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• Quantitative analysis: [Fodor..‘03;Ahlers..’05]

– Assume that CR’s in 10[8.6,11] GeV
range originate from isotropically
distributed optically thin sources,
with simple power-law injection
spectra ∝ E

−γ
i (1 + z)n

[Berezinsky,..’02-’05; Abbasi,..[HiRes] ’04;...]

⇒ Good fit, but post-GZK events!

⇒ ν’s from sources (pγ → n + π’s)
close to be measured

⇒ Cosmogenic neutrino flux (from
pγCMB → Nπ’s) dominates above
109 GeV

[Ahlers et al. ‘05]
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3. Strongly interacting cosmic ν’s vs. CR data

• Cν’s with Eν >
∼ 1017 eV probe νN

scattering at
√

sνN >
∼ 14 TeV (LHC)

• Perturbative Standard Model (SM)
≈ under control (← HERA)

[Gandhi et al. ’98; Kwiecinski et al. ’98; ...]

⇒ Search for enhancements in σνN

beyond (perturbative) SM:

⋄ Electroweak sphaleron production
(B + L violating processes in SM)
⋄ Kaluza-Klein, black hole, p-brane

or string ball production in TeV
scale gravity models
⋄ . . .
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• Assume power-law neutron injection
spectrum ∝ E

−γ
i (1 + z)n

• Derive associated neutrino flux

• Calculate event rate, taking into ac-
count neutrino-induced showers due
to new contribution to σinel

νN

⇒ Goodness-of-fit test:

– Need steep increase in σinel
νN within

one energy decade around EGZK

by four orders of magnitude
– Consistent with, e.g., sphaleron

production, p-brane production or
production of string excitations

– Survives inclusion of PAO data
[Ahlers,A.R.,Tu ‘05]
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4. Conclusions

• Current data on highest energy cosmic ray events can be interpreted
favorably as manifestation of extragalactic protons plus strongly
interacting extragalactic neutrinos.

• For flux of neutrinos associated with neutrons from optically thin sources:

– Inelastic neutrino-nucleon cross section should steeply increase within
one energy decade around EGZK by four orders of magnitude.

– Such steep increase required by search results on quasi-horizontal
showers at AGASA and contained events in RICE.

– Allowed region for cross section compatible with theoretical predictions
from production of, e.g., electroweak sphalerons, p-branes, or string
excitations.

• More PAO data anxiously expected!
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